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General 

Weather: Warm; dry; very still (virtually no breeze); fairly humid.  

Visibility: Good despite fading daylight.  

Ambient Sounds: Occasional animal/bird calls; distant traffic; occasional aircraft. 

Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC  

Dee Digital Camera: Fuji FinePix F31fd 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-5500PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Sarah Digital Camcorder: Sony Handycam DCR-SR55E 

Video IR Light: Sony HVL-IRM 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Initial Investigation 

LPS members entered the woods as one group. However at a crossroads Dee felt she needed to explore 

an area of the woods in the opposite direction to the monuments. It was decided at this point that there 

should be two teams. Our path is marked by the             with the arrows showing the direction of travel. 

Before arriving at the crossroads at which the decision to split into two teams was made, Dee had two 

major sensations. The first occurred on the main uphill path just after entering the woods where she felt 

a ‘rushing’ sensation as though something went past in the same direction the team was travelling. Dee 

could not be specific, but the sense she had was that the road was important and that the ‘rushing’ 

sensation confirmed that, as well as the direction of travel. The second major impression was one that 

Dee was at first reluctant to mention for fear of being teased: horses!! She distinctly sensed horse 

(ridden not cart).   

After the group had split into two teams, Team 1, following a vague feeling that Dee had indicated, 

wandered a little way in the opposite direction to where Team 2 had gone. After about 100 metres 

Team 1 returned to the crossroads, having sensed nothing further and turned left to travel the north-

easterly track. At 21.22 Dee made a note on her DVR that she felt very strongly that she needed to 

make sure she ‘kept out of the way’ because she didn’t want to be ‘run down’ or ‘mown down’ on the 

track. After a short while, they came to another crossroads. Sarah stated that she felt she needed to stop 

here and investigate by doing a vigil. 
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Vigil 1: Crossroads North of Monument – 21.30 to 21.45 

Dee reported that she did not feel comfortable with being at the crossroads because of her feeling of not 

wanting to be ‘run down’ and followed the north-easterly path a few metres further up. Andy took the 

path that lead to the south-southeast. 

Andy did not experience anything paranormal during this vigil.  

Dee was positioned just off the main north-easterly track. She could see Sarah, but not Andy. Dee 

noted that as she was setting up for the vigil, a deer began barking behind her in the distance 

(northwest).   

21:30 Dee switches on her DVR and notes that her general feeling (not specific to this location) in the 

woods is one of needing to keep out of the way so not to be ‘run off the road’. A ‘rushing’ 

sensation giving a roughly east-to-west direction. Dee also notes that for the time of evening 

(dusk) and being in a heavily wooded area, there are remarkably few birdcalls and everything is 

incredibly, eerily silent and still. She takes a few digital photos – some without flash and some 

with flash (which frightened nearby roosting birds!). 

21:38 Dee notes a slightly cooler breeze going past, which is confirmed by Sarah, so it is not specific 

to Dee’s position. 

21:39 Dee notes that the deer is still barking in the distance behind her to the right (west). A few 

seconds later she hears a distant high-pitched ‘screaming’ sound behind to the left (north-

northwest). She assumes it is an animal, but it is not a call with which she is familiar at all. 

21:40 Dee notes that it is getting dark quite quickly and it feels like the temperature is also dropping 

quite quickly. There is a cool breeze across her face, but she has no device with which to 

measure the temperature. 

21:42 Dee notes a definite cool breeze from her right along the main track.  

21:43 Dee hears the ‘screaming’ again (as at 21:39) from the same general location. It is very eerie 

and repeats another three times. 

Post-Vigil. 

When the vigil ended Andy met up with Sarah, who told him that she had heard someone moving in the 

trees nearby. Sarah described this as sounding like heavy footsteps. Andy asked Sarah if she wanted to 

go with him and Dee and investigate the area of trees nearby. Sarah said she felt she did not want to go 

anywhere near that area. 

The team then moved off in search of the monuments. 

21:50 Sarah noted that she had a black patch in front of her eyes mainly to the left side that was there 

for a moment, then it went. She mentioned this immediately. 

In the fading light the team became disoriented and went down an avenue of trees that led nowhere. 

21:53 Both Dee and Sarah stated at the same time that they had heard someone one shout out what 

sounded like the name “Andy”. 
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Eventually the team found the monument and investigated the area around it. There had been repeated 

attempts to contact Team 2 by radio but to no avail. Sarah stated that she did not feel very comfortable 

in the woods, and Dee was starting to experience difficulty walking with her bad hip.   

Team 1 became increasingly concerned for the safety of the second team and felt that maybe they had 

returned to the cars as a point of contact. Team 1 agreed to move to the location of the cars. On the way 

back constant calls were made over the radio and by mobile phone with no success.  

22:29 Dee noted on her DVR that she had ‘walked through’ the smell of horse sweat (it has a very 

distinctive odour). She retraced her steps and could still smell ‘sweaty horse’ before it faded 

quickly. This occurred approximately 100 metres from the exit point to the field.  

On leaving the wood, Sarah had a big sense of someone behind herself and Dee, ( Andy had just left 

the wood) and the someone was pushing us out. Sarah jumped and Dee said Sarah had scared the life 

out of her. 

Once back at the cars, both Dee and Sarah stayed at this location while Andy returned to the entrance to 

the woods to try and contact the second team. Dee and Sarah did contact Andy by radio stating that 

they had seen lights moving down the path through the woods at 22.50. When Andy went to this area 

he saw nothing. 

Post-Investigation 

The woods proved to be an effective barrier to radio contact and this lack of contact did impact on 

Team 1 by increasing the anxiety and concern felt by team members for the safety of the second team.  

It also added to the team’s sense of disorientation by removing the security of being guided to a 

rendezvous point with the second team. Post investigation feelings are that this effect heightened 

emotions and added to fears of being in (and lost) in the woods, which was detrimental to concentration 

and paranormal vigilance. Once out of this area the team felt comfortable, although it did take some 

time to make contact with the second team. There was a visible sign of relief when this was done. 

On arriving and leaving the area, Sarah noted that whilst driving past the last few houses on Great Lane 

(to the north) that she had a headache in exactly the same place which went on leaving Great Lane.  

Analysis of Andy’s audio and visual recordings did not reveal anything paranormal. 

When Dee went to review her voice recording of Vigil 1, she was shocked to discover that it had not 

recorded. Her recorder had not been malfunctioning, as she was able to make various voice notes at 

points during the walk in the woods (which were still accessible). 

None of Dee’s digital photographs showed anything unusual. 

Sarah did not pick up anything paranormal on film. 
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